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About This Game

Create the future!
You tripped into history, or to be precise – you fell straight into the past. It's all in your hands now in this uncompromising battle

for survival of the species! Find out who's stronger – the technology of the future, or brute force.

Learn the power of science!
Meet the heroes of a new Tower Defense strategy game – the professor and his robotic assistant. They got a little lost in their

time machine, but even entire hordes of dinosaurs won't stop them getting back to their time!

A unique world of 40 levels. Original opponents, fearsome bosses and rare fossils. Excellent game balance. You will leave your
mark on history!

The technologies of the future against fossilized species!

Fight against thousands of enemies!

Fearsome weapons and unique opponents!

Excellent game balance!

Show your dominance!
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Title: Day D: Tower Rush
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Creobit
Publisher:
8Floor
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 or later

Processor: 1500 MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compliant with 1.0GB of video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 167 MB available space

English,German,Russian
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A rather dull reinvention (or should i better say reskin?) of always the same game engine from this developer.

The enemy waves are very unbalanced. To get three star rating in every level you have to grind A LOT, wich meanchs playing
the same boring levels over and over and over and over and over again. The loading takes forever and the loading screen itself is
still in a 4:3 ratio. The backgrounds are completely static and the animation of the enemies is overly simple. The music sounds
like 8 Bit or 12 Bit in sound quality and there is only a handfull of sound effects.

Why would you play this, when you can play any of the Kingdom Rush series?

The only positive about it is that achievements are relatively easy to accomplish. 50% of them can be done in the first level and
you will get all of them soon before even thinking about completing the whole game. This itself is no achievement. Thank god..
I read the comments before buying the game but i have no regret. If you appreciated Kingdom rush, this game will satisfy you.
The music is nice, difficulty is balanced. Lot of TD can't claim to be such a good distraction.. For 0,49 Euros I really enjoyed it.
It gave me what i want from a game - fun time.
EDIT: I got base game only.
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